STAGE:
FIREARMS:

9 – SECRET AGENT MAN
3-GUN

READY CONDITION:
RIFLE
SHOTGUN
PISTOL
EXTRA AMMO

LOCATION:
ROUND COUNT:

GATE 3 – BAY 5
20 Rifle, 20 Birdshot, 20 Pistol

Loaded to division capacity, safety on, and staged.
Loaded to division capacity, safety on, and staged.
Loaded to division capacity and holstered.
On the shooter’s person. No staged ammo.

TARGET DESIGNATIONS:
All steel pipe targets are shotgun birdshot only.
Colt Auto-Reset Targets, Plate Rack Targets, and Mini-IPSC Paper Targets are rifle only.
Hostage Plate, Texas Star, Pepper Poppers and Full-Size IPCS Paper Targets are pistol only.
STAGE PROCEDURE:
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to recover the stolen Top Secret documents and save
the world.
Shooter shall start standing with toes touching the designated marks and hands relaxed at sides. Upon
the start signal, shooter shall knock over the two guards using bodily force and retrieve both the
briefcase and shotgun. Shooter shall engage the steel pipe targets with the shotgun as they become
visible.
Shooter shall abandon a SAFE (safety on or completely empty) shotgun in the designated dump box
before retrieving the rifle and engaging the auto-reset targets (RO will call hits), the plate racks, and all
Mini-IPSC paper targets as they become visible.
Shooter shall abandon a SAFE (safety on or completely empty) rifle in the designated dump box before
entering the vehicle and engaging the Texas Star, pepper poppers, and full-size IPSC targets with the
pistol from inside the cabin of vehicle (no part of the body touching the ground) and through the
windows of the vehicle (no shooting over or outside of the vehicle and no more than the shooter’s
arms protruding out the windows of the vehicle).
SPECIAL NOTES:
1. Shooter can only carry the briefcase with their hands and is allowed to put down the briefcase on
the ground to shoot and/or reload but must have the briefcase within an arm’s reach at any time.
5-Second Procedural Penalty per shot fired while too far away from the briefcase. 30-Second
Procedural Penalty for intentionally separating away from the briefcase (throwing).
2. Only after the shooter abandons the rifle can the shooter place the briefcase inside the vehicle.
3. Last shot must be fired from inside the vehicle with the briefcase inside the vehicle.
4. Any non-rifle designated steel target that is hit with a rifle round will be a Stage DQ (Rule 2.2.3) and
shooter shall pay fines if the target or stand is damaged.
5. Hostage plate is a hard cover target (no No-Shoot penalties).
6. Any extra plates downed while another plate is hit is a given to the shooter (no shot over required).

